College of Arts and Sciences

**Computer Science:**


**Math and Natural Sciences:**


HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES:


**Mass Communications:**


34. **Jamshid Malekpour.** Kashef-e Roya. Gardoon Publisher, Berlin. P.350. 2010


**English and Education:**


38. Kamel Elsaadany “On the Syntax and Semantics of Universal Quantification in Arabic” *GURT 2010, Georgetown University*, Georgetown University Press, USA, pp. ??, in print and accepted

40. **Janet Testerman.** Inception and the Illusion of Conscious Free Will" in Inception and Philosophy, to be released 2011.


44. **Al-Shammari, Z., & Al-Quraan, M.** Examining the Effectiveness of a Developed FOLLOW Intervention Strategy for Improving Social Skills of Students with Intellectual Disability. *Journal of Instructional Psychology*, In press.